
PICKERING REPRODUCERS 

THE PICKERING MODEL 161M PICKUP incorporates all of the require- 
ments for the finest possible reproduction of lateral records and 
transcriptions. It is extremely rugged and absolutely stable, ensuring 
long trouble -free service with minimum record wear. TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATIONS include: Perfectly polished diamond stylus with .0025" 
radius; other radii available on special order at no extra cost * * 
Correctly offset head gives negligible tracking error * * Extremely 
rugged, may be scraped across records or dropped from full height 
without damage to pickup * * Tracking pressure adjusted at factory 
to 14 -18 grams * * No measurable effect of temperature, humidity 
or age * * Equalized output level -60 dbm * * Frequency response 
flat within 1 db from 30 to 15,000 cycles per second * * Back- 
tracking will not affect either pickup or record **Convenient finger 
grip permits rapid accurate cueing * * Optimum combination of 
counterweight and spring permits excellent performance on warped 
records * * Convenient to mount, occupies least space of any 
transcription reproducer * * No measurable intermodulation or 
harmonic distortion * * Adaptable for turntables from 1 " to 21/2" 
high * * UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED. 

THE PICKERING Model 163A EQUALIZER 
1. Flat high frequency response to over 

15,000 cycles per second. Low frequency 
rise to give full compensation from 500 
to 40 cycles. 

2. Flat high frequency response. Low fre- 
quency response approximately 5 db be- 
low position 1. 

3, For NAB or Orthacoustic transcriptions. 
Q. 4. low frequencies some as position 2. High 

frequencies sharply attenuated to reduce 
surface noise. Attenuation starts at 4000 
cycles. 

$. Low frequencies some as position 1. High 
frequencies some as position 4. 

THE PICKERING Model 125H 
EQUALIZER- AMPLIFIER for use 

with model 120M PICKERING CAR- 

TRIDGE REPRODUCER -it compensates 

for average recording characteristic, 
roises output voltage to os high as ob- 

tainable from crystal pickups, operates 
from the power supply of amplifier or 

radio set, saving cost of separate power 

supply, very simple to install. 

MADE to a tolerance of -!- 1 db, 

provides five different lateral 
characteristics to equalize properly 

all types of records and transcrip 
fions. It is designed for use with 

250 to 600 ohm input circuits 
at a level of -60 dbm. 

Hum pickup is less than -120 dbm. 

The model 161M PICKERING PICKUP 

with a 163A EQUALIZER is so 

free from distortion of all kinds 

that it may be used as a 

standard for measurement. 
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THE PICKERING 

Model 120M 

CARTRIDGE REPRODUCER 

A compact version of the PICKERING 

PICKUP for high quality reproduction, 
it fits into any arm which 

will accommodate a standard cartridge 
and affords the cleanest and smoothest 

response ever achieved. Its Frequency 

Response is ± 2 db, 40- 10,000 cps 

... its Waveform Distortion is 1 percent 

maximum ... its Output Level is 

70 millivolts ± 2 db ... its Tracking 
Pressure is 15 grams maximum at 

40 and 10,000 cps. NO OTHER 

PICKUP CAN MATCH THE PERFORMANCE 

OF THE PICKERING MODEL 120M 

Oceanside, Long Island, N. Y. 
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the part about the voluptuous relish of 
being able to let the highs slither at will 
through either ear canal. 

Samuel Weissman 
90 -60 179th Place 
Jamaica 3, New York 

Re: "TV or No TV" 
Sirs: 

Please, NO video in Audio Engineering. 
What about some FM tuners, with a 
practical AFC, for instance? That would 
do a lot for good audio. 

John L. van Heijenoort 
116 West 11th Street 
New York 11, N. Y. 

FM Tuner is Coming -Ed. 
Sirs: 

No TV, please. Keep up the good work. 
Harry J. Reed, Jr. 
Manville Lane 
Pleasantville, N. Y. 

Sirs: 
Just saw the April issue, and want to 

cast one vote against the inclusion of TV 
material in your magazine. TV ought to 
have its own book soon enough. It already 
has a share of several others. 

I enjoy Audio Engineering to the last 
word, and wish you continued success. 

Robert Noll 
2907 Hatzell St. 
Evanston, Ill. 

Sirs: 
* * * * Incidentally, we would like to 

see some articles on video engineering so you 
may add our vote to the list. Your maga- 
zine is very refreshing and we note you have 
managed several "firsts" in presentation. 

Arthur R, O'Neil 
WBST Engineering 
Department 
South Bend 26, Ind. 

RE: MUSICAL ACOUSTICS 

Sir: 
Mr. Benjamin F. Tillson's series of 

articles on Musical Acoustics have proved 
most informative, and will take their 
place in the reference literature. 

I believe therefore that Mr. Tillson 
may wish to correct a not immediately 
obvious error in the fifth article in the 
October issue. 

I refer to the paragraph on the calcula- 
tion of reverberation time. Dealing with 
the number of reflections to decay a 
sound 60 db with an absorption coefficient 
of 0.97, it is implied that the log of 10-6 
is (6.00000 -10). Surely this should be 
(4.00000 -10). The statement that the 
log of n equals the log (6.00000-10--log 
(9.013228 -10) is equal to 2.65667 is there- 
fore not true, and requires re- writing in 
the form - 

log of n equals the log (4.00000-10) - 
log (0.013223) which does equal 2.65667, 
and n becomes 453.57 

L. F. Odell 
Sonic Laboratory 
Philips Electrical Limited 
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